Creating natural-looking running gaits for humanoid robots is a complex task due to the underactuated degree of freedom in the trunk, which makes the motion planning and control difficult. The research on trunk movements in human locomotion is insufficient, and no formalism is known to transfer human motion patterns onto robots. Related work mostly focuses on the lower extremities, and simplifies the problem by stabilizing the trunk at a fixed angle. In contrast, humans display significant trunk motions that follow the natural dynamics of the gait. In this work, we use a springloaded inverted pendulum model with a trunk (TSLIP) together with a virtual point (VP) target to create trunk oscillations and investigate the impact of these movements. We analyze how the VP location and forward speed determine the direction and magnitude of the trunk oscillations. We show that positioning the VP below the center of mass (CoM) can explain the forward trunk pitching observed in human running. The VP below the CoM leads to a synergistic work between the hip and leg, reducing the leg loading. However, it comes at the cost of increased peak hip torque. Our results provide insights for leveraging the trunk motion to redistribute joint loads and potentially improve the energy efficiency in humanoid robots.
I. INTRODUCTION
Traditional humanoid research considers trunk movements as undesired and designs controllers to keep the trunk at a fixed angle [1, 2] , which leads to stiff and fixed upper bodies. Fixed trunk postures are in sharp contrast with the human locomotion, that exhibits pronounced trunk oscillations of up to ± 2-6 in the sagittal plane [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The trunk matters in bipedal anatomy, as it is inherently unstable, comprises 50 % of total body mass, and has a large inertia [7, 8] . Thus, even small deviations in trunk position can significantly effect the whole body dynamics [3] . In this paper, we use a springloaded inverted pendulum model with a controller based on a virtual point (VP) to generate trunk pitch oscillations with varying magnitudes and direction. We investigate how the trunk angular excursion and the direction of the oscillation depend on the VP position and the running speed.
Humans utilize the trunk's inertia extensively to assist locomotion; especially during running to offset the highly accelerated swing motion and counteract destabilizing, high ground reaction forces (GRF) [9] . In running, the human trunk pitches forward (anteriorly) during the first half of the stance phase, reaches a maximum flexion at mid-stance and pitches backward (posteriorly) in the second half of the stance phase [4, 5, 7] . In walking, the trunk moves forward The authors thank the International Max Planck Research School for Intelligent Systems (IMPRS-IS) for supportingÖzge Drama.
Ozge Drama and Alexander Badri-Spröwitz are with the Dynamic Locomotion Group at Max Planck Institute for Intelligent Systems, Stuttgart, Germany {drama,sprowitz}@is.mpg.de in the double stance phase. These oscillations can be characterized by four parameters (i)-(iv) [4] , which are adjusted in response to variations in speed, mode of progression (e.g., gait type, motion direction) and terrain conditions.
(i) Mean trunk inclination (ii) Trunk angular excursion (i.e., net angular displacement) (iii) Mean trunk angular velocity (iv) The phase of max. trunk flexion w.r.t. the stride cycle Experiments on human running show that for speeds of 2.5-6 m s −1 , the mean trunk inclination increases from 8 to 14° [6, 10] , along with a trunk angular excursion that extends from 2.5 to 5° [6, 7] and a mean trunk angular velocity that increases from 5 to 35°s −1 [4] . Meanwhile, the phase of maximum trunk flexion shifts from 30 to 20 % of the strike cycle; so that the maximum trunk lean occurs closer to the aerial phase as the speed increases [4] . These observations indicate that humans might utilize the trunks inertia and its oscillations to achieve their impressive locomotor energetics, speed, and robustness. Humanoid robots could similarly benefit from human-inspired trunk pitch strategies [11] .
The spring-loaded inverted pendulum (SLIP) model captures the essential characteristics of running. It consists of a point-mass body attached to a massless, springy leg [12] . This model can be extended with a rigid trunk (TSLIP), which is actuated by a torque at the hip [13, 14] . A recent method to determine the hip torque is based on the VP concept, where the ground reaction forces are redirected to intersect at a point above the center of mass (CoM). This phenomenon has been observed experimentally in human walking [14] [15] [16] , running [13] , and other animal gaits [17, 18] . Previous research often interprets the VP as a pivot point that provides a pendulum-like support and implements it as the target variable of control to achieve postural stability. In contrast to a VP above the CoM (VP A ), a recent study with parkinson patients provides evidence to a VP below CoM (VP B ) in walking gaits [19] . As an important novelty, here we focus our research on the effect of VP location on trunk oscillations.
Most humanoid robots stabilize their trunk position at a fixed angle without any trunk movements [1, 2] . An exception are the robots WL-12RV and Honda ASIMO, which create trunk accelerations to address unstable dynamic situations [20, 21] . The control strategy in ASIMO extends static walking and uses the trunk reaction to recover stability while running. Another approach is shown in the ATRIAS robot, which implements a VP target [22] or a sinusoidal reference trajectory [23] to create trunk movements for walking. While this approach works in practice, it is not well understood how the reference for the VP affect the whole body motion.
In this work, we implement a TSLIP model with different VP targets. We then systematically compare the resulting gaits for the speeds of 4-10 m s −1 , which is the physical limit for human running [9] . We show that (a) VP above the CoM (VP A ) generates backward trunk motion that is observed in the single stance phase of human walking [3, 7] ; whereas a VP below the CoM (VP B ) causes forward motion that is seen in running [7] ; (b) VP A results in smaller trunk angular excursions, as opposed to VP B with the same VP radius (i.e., the same distance between VP and CoM); (c) the trunk angular excursion and mean trunk angular velocity increase with speed for the same VP radius.
We demonstrate that the standard TSLIP model is not capable of predicting leg length velocity accurately, and propose a bilinear damper to obtain smooth force profiles. Finally, our findings support the hypothesis that trunk motions can be used in favor of energy economy. We observe that a VP B reduces the leg loading, which makes it appealing to place the VP further down. However, a lower VP shifts the power requirements to the hip, and increases peak hip torques. Therefore there is a trade-off between leg loading and the peak torque when choosing the VP location.
II. SIMULATION MODEL
In this section, we describe our TSLIP model applied in this work. The TSLIP model consists of a trunk with mass m and moment of inertia J, which are attached to a massless leg at the hip. The leg is equipped with a parallel springdamper mechanism (Fig. 1) . The system's hybrid dynamics are characterized by a flight phase, where the CoM moves in a ballistic motion; and a stance phase, where the leg force and hip torque propel the body. The transition between these phases occurs at touch-down (TD) when the foot point comes in contact with the ground, and take-off (TO) when the GRF becomes zero or the leg reaches its rest length l 0 .
The equations of the motion for the CoM state (x C , y C , θ C ) Fig. 1 . TSLIP model and vector definitions for the human morphology. region demonstrates clockwise trunk rotation, whereas is the opposite rotation. The letters V, C, H denote the virtual point, CoM, hip respectively. The position vectors between points are referred as r FH , r FV , r FC , r FH . The angles θ L , θ C , θ V P are the leg, trunk and VP angles. during the stance phase can be written as,
where the leg spring-damper forces F sp and F d p generate the axial component of the GRF in foot frame F F a , and the hip torque τ H generates the tangential component F F t ,
We implemented a linear leg spring, with force F sp =k(l 0 − l), with spring constant k, leg length l, and leg rest length l 0 . The damping is often chosen to be linear; we explain our choice of nonlinear damping (F d p ) in Sec. III.
Since the leg is passively compliant, trunk pitch motions can only be controlled via the hip torque τ H . We select τ H , such that the GRF points to a VP, which is characterized by a radius r V P , and an angle θ V P relative to the CoM (Fig. 1) ,
Our model has seven morphological parameters, which are selected to match a human of 80 kg, with 1 m leg (Table I) . [24, 26] III. MODIFICATIONS
In this section, we modify the leg damping to match the human data and introduce a novel control scheme that creates a range of feasible running gaits and trunk oscillations.
1) Model Modifications: In a TSLIP simulation with no other energy sinks, linear leg dampers are often introduced to absorb the energy inserted by the hip torque [17, 24] . However, this leads to non-zero leg length velocities at TD/TO, and thus discontinuous leg forces ( , Fig. 2 ). In contrast, this is not observed in humans ( ). To obtain realistic behavior, we use a bilinear damping with force
wherel is the leg length velocity and c is the damping coefficient. This damping leads to smooth damping forces ( ) and is mathematically similar to the hill-type muscle model [27] . 2) Control Strategy: To regulate the leg angle at TD, θ T D L , we extend the method developed by [1] . In particular, at the i th step, we choose
, where kẋ 0 , kẋ, and k y are the controller gains. Here, ∆ẋ| i 0 is the difference in apex velocityẋ between time steps 0 and i.
To generate trunk oscillations, we set the hip torque using a VP as in Eq. (3). However, this method is not robust and is highly sensitive to initial conditions and parameter variations [24] . One way to overcome this is to modify (r V P , θ V P ) at every time step using, for example, a linear quadratic regulator control [24] . However, this controller can converge to any arbitrary r V P and is not suitable for our purpose.
In this work, we want to investigate the impact of a fixed r V P on the magnitude and direction of trunk oscillations. To this end, we propose a new incremental control strategy that facilitates VP gaits for a fixed r V P starting from various initial condition and for any model parameters.
First, we stabilize the VP controller with an additive PID term, τ H = τ V P + τ PID , where
with desired mean body pitch θ Des C , pitch rateθ Des C , pitch integral error θ Err C , and control gains k p , k d , k i . Applying this controller to the TSLIP model for two opposing positions of the VP (above-below) leads to a diverted GRF (Fig. 3 , center column). The dotted lines represent the GRF for clockwise ( ) and counterclockwise ( ) trunk rotation. The magnitude of the GRF is plotted with red/blue lines at the bottom. The VP+PID controller does not focus the GRF at a single point as desired, but instead keeps the GRF close to a fixed point.
After the VP+PID controller converges to steady-state motion, we impose the GRF focus on a fixed point by disabling the PID, i.e., τ PID = 0, and adapting the VP angle,
This controller adjusts the VP angle based on the difference between the desired mean body angle θ Des C and the observed one over the last step, ∆θ C . It converges to a fixed VP solution, where we can compare the pitch oscillation characteristics ( Fig. 3 , right column).
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we describe our simulation setup to compare trunk oscillations and analyze our results.
A. Simulation Setup
In our simulations, we want to evaluate trunk oscillations up to at least 5°, as observed in humans. For this reason, we sweep VP targets over r V P = ±[0, 20, 40, 60] cm and keep the desired mean body pitch angle fixed to 10° (Fig. 3 , left column). We define the target VP angle w.r.t. body coordinates for VP A and w.r.t. world coordinates for VP B .
Besides the VP location, the choice of control and damping parameters influence the flow of the motion. In biomechanics, gaits can be characterized by the duty factor (DF). DF is the ratio of the leg contact time to the stride period and is correlated to the magnitude of the GRF [28] . We tune control gains to match DFs of simulated gaits to the data in Fig. 4 . Control parameters and damping are adjusted so that the simulation's duty factor lie in the grey shaded region estimated from biomechanical experiments [28, 29] . [28, 29] . Consequently, the DF, leg angle at TD, and damping coefficient decrease with speed ( Fig. 4) . We apply the same damping coefficient for all VP targets of equal speed.
B. Analysis of the Ground Reaction Force (GRF)
1) Effect of Damping: We investigate how the damping in our model affects the system dynamics. We subtract the component of GRF produced by damping ( Fig. 5 , lightcolored lines) and detect a phase shift to left when damping is present (Fig. 5, dark-colored lines, horizontal arrows) .
The area under the horizontal GRF (GRF x ) represents the fore-aft impulse, which is proportional to the forward acc/deceleration. Damping contributes to braking during the TD-MS phase (MS is the midstance) and hinders accelerating over the MS-TO phase. The damping contribution can be seen with the decrement in GRF x magnitude, which is denoted with vertical arrows (Fig. 5, right column) .
2) Effect of VP Location:
We compare three VP locations: VP at the CoM, above and below it. The VP location affects the decomposition of the GRF vector, and implicitly determines the cooperation between the leg force and force generated by the hip torque. When VP B , leg and hip forces contribute to the GRF x synergistically and GRF y antagonistically, which is illustrated with blue/green arrows (Fig. 1,  right column) . The GRF y is created mainly by the leg force, and the contribution of hip is negligible (Fig. 5, bottom left) . On the other hand, the forces constructing GRF x have a similar order of magnitude. VP B makes the hip force act along the same direction as the leg, and hence decreases the magnitude of GRF x , as indicated with the red vertical arrows Fig. 5, bottom right) . In other words, VP B causes the system to accelerate and decelerate more in the fore-aft direction. The VP A has the inverse effect and causes smaller accelerations/decelerations. 
C. Trunk Pitch Oscillations
Our parameter sweep over r V P reveals that a VP A produces backward trunk pitching during the stance phase ( Fig. 6 , blue lines). A VP B leads to forward trunk motion (red lines), which contradicts with [13, 15] that estimates a VP A using the GRF measurements of human walking and running. We propose two potential explanations for this discrepancy. First, the trunk pitching motion is measured 180°out of phase with the whole body pitching in human walking [30] . It hints that the model with a VP A might predict the whole body motions instead of the trunk. Second, the GRF data is often cropped at TD-TO due to undesired effects of impact and ankle pushoff [13] , which might corrupt the estimation of VP.
The trunk oscillates with a larger amplitude for VP B compared to VP A , given an equal VP radius. The larger amplitude is caused by the larger moment arm of the GRF around the CoM with VP B . In accordance, at running speeds between 4-10 m/s (Fig. 7) , the trunk angular excursion increases up to 5°for VP A and 14°for VP B . The mean trunk angular velocity increases up to 38°s −1 for VP A and −85°s −1 for VP B .
The trunk oscillates more at higher speeds, albeit an equal VP target (Fig. 7) . As the speed increases (Table II) , we see that the leg force F F a increases despite the rise in damping F d p , since F sp is significantly larger than F d p . The VP method imposes a linear relation between the leg and hip forces. Therefore the GRF gets larger over speed. Higher GRF creates a larger angular moment around the CoM, which results in a larger trunk oscillation.
D. Energy Considerations
In this section, we investigate the energetic consequences our VP target locations. Simulated gaits converge to a periodic steady-state solution, where the system's energy is conserved over steps. However, the energy fluctuates within a single step. The hip torque adds energy to propel to body, and the leg damper depletes this excess energy to prevent the body from accelerating or decelerating. Effectively, the work done by the leg (g) and the hip (h) have the same magnitude and opposite sign ( Fig. 9 ).
In the course of a single step, the hip torque generated by the VP A injects energy to the system in the initial stages of the stance phase (i, ), and removes some energy towards the end (i, , Fig. 8 ). The switch occurs after MS ( ), and the hip energy end up in a net positive value at the end of the stance phase ( ). For the VP B with a radius smaller than − 30 cm, this relation holds as well. When the VP radius gets larger than 30 cm (VP BL ), the VP becomes located below the leg at TD, which changes the sign of the hip torque. Consequently, the hip depletes energy first, reaches to a maximum before MS ( ), and injects a greater energy after that ( ) to reach to a net positive value ( ). The energy min/maximum gets closer to the MS when r V P increases. Fig. 8 . The hip torque generated by VP A injects and removes energy from the system, whereas for VP BL the order reverses. Both methods yield a net positive hip work (marked with ( , ), which leg damper has to remove. The VP radius effects the phase of the energy reversal (marked with ( , ) VP A yields higher net hip work (i, ) than VP B , which in return requires higher leg damping (h, ) to sustain the steadystate motion (Fig. 8 ). This higher damping is provided by a larger ∆l (a) andl (b), given that the damping constant c is kept constant for all VP targets at the same speed. The higher ∆l yields higher spring forces (d) and energies (g) for VP A .
Our results show that the direction and magnitude of trunk oscillations determine the work distribution between the leg and hip. To analyze these two key factors, (1) we compare VP A to VP B for the same VP radius and (2) we vary the VP radius and analyze its effect for VP A and VP B separately.
1. Oscillation direction [VP A vs. VP B ]: VP A requires larger leg work (a,d,g) and higher net hip work (h, Fig. 9 ).
2. Oscillation magnitude [var. r V P ]: VP A with a larger radius requires higher leg (a,d,g) and net hip work (h), whereas its the opposite for VP B (Fig. 9 ). On the other hand, the magnitude of the positive and negative hip work depends on the VP radius and increases with it (b,e). Consequently, the amount of positive and negative work performed by the hip becomes closer to that of the leg (c,f).
In summary, a VP below the CoM in our running model reduces the leg loading and net hip work ( Fig. 9, shaded , ). As the VP is placed further down ( ), the moment arm of the GRF increases and higher hip torques become necessary to counteract the larger angular moments created. Intuitively, in human running, the GRF forces the trunk to collapse forward at foot contact due to the posterior placement of the hip. If we place the VP B , the trunk motion conforms to the natural pitching dynamics of the trunk-leg system, which is to rotate forward, and assists the leg to decelerate in fore-aft (x) direction. After MS, the leg dynamics alone would force the trunk to extend when the trunk-leg angle decreases below 180 • . VP B imposes this transition to happen The synergetic work of the hip and leg in x leads to a reduced leg loading. However, as we place the VP further down ( ), the increase in the moment arm of the GRF (i.e., increase in angular momentum) dominates and and higher torques are needed to maintain postural stability. Importantly, our results corroborate previous findings in [31] , who argue that the trunk posture influences lower extremity biomechanics and energetics by changing the load distribution in lower limbs. CONCLUSION In this work, we investigated how the trunk pitch motion affects the dynamics and energetics of running. We implemented a TSLIP model with a virtual point (VP) either above or below the center of mass (CoM) to generate trunk oscillations. We showed that (a) VP above the CoM (VP A ) produces backward, below the CoM (VP B ) produces forward trunk pitch motion, (b) VP A creates smaller trunk angular excursions than VP B for the equal VP radius, (c) the trunk angular excursion and mean trunk angular velocity increase with speed for the same VP radius. We also analyzed how the VP location modified the work distribution between the hip and leg, and derived two key strategies to leverage the trunk oscillations in favor of energetics. If the control goal is to minimize the leg loading, we suggest a VP B with large radius (VP BL ), where the hip works synergistically with leg, at the expense of high peak hip torques. If we aim to minimize both the hip and leg work, we suggest VP B with a radius smaller than 30 cm. Our results can be extended to different bipedal morphologies with different parameterizations, and have potential implications for humanoid robot control. For instance, one can induce trunk motions and redistribute the joint work to counter motor torque limits or achieve a larger range of motion.
